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‘Living as a single person’:  

Marital Status, Performance and the Law in Late Medieval England 

 

In 1316 Semeine, son of Henry le Servant, appeared before the King’s Bench, one of 

England’s central courts of justice, on a charge of having abducted Isabel, the wife of 

William de Cornwall, and taken away some of William’s goods. As Isabel’s husband, 

common law gave William the use and control of any property that she had brought to the 

marriage, and it was perhaps these goods that are being referred to here. Semeine’s defence 

was that on the day of the alleged charge he considered Isabel to be his legal wife and had 

done so for more than a year. Further, ‘this Isabel at the time of the making of the contract of 

matrimony between her and the same Semeine and for days and years before was living as a 

single person at Great Yarmouth and was regarded as single’.
i
 He alleged that banns were 

published in the parish church of the vill of Great Yarmouth and no one raised any objection 

to their marriage, a statement that supports his contention that the community also thought 

Isabel was single. Isabel, though, was evidently ‘single’ only in the sense that she did not live 

with her legal husband. Semeine also reports that William had successfully brought a case 

before an ecclesiastical court to have the marriage of Semeine and Isabel annulled, on the 

grounds that Isabel had already contracted marriage with William.  

It might seem odd, in a special issue concerned with single women, to begin with an 

example that pertains to a (twice) married woman, but one approach to the vexed question of 

how we define the single woman is to think further about definitions of marriage, that is, 

about what it is that makes someone ‘married’ as opposed to ‘not married’.
ii
 One might argue 

that such an approach privileges marriage as the norm. I prefer to see it as a useful blurring of 

the categories, both of the ‘married’ and of the ‘single’. The category ‘single woman’ means 

different things to different scholars. For some, ‘single’ encompasses a range of conditions, 
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both pre and post marriage.
iii

 For others, the single woman is never married,
iv

 or even the 

never married after a certain age.
v
 But in both approaches the ‘married woman’ is the other to 

whom she is compared, implicitly or explicitly. To unpick the category of ‘the married’ 

further can therefore be productive. To some extent this was the project of Joan Chandler’s 

1991 study, Women Without Husbands. She saw the married/not-married division as arising 

from an ‘idealisation of the nuclear family’, and argued instead that ‘[i]n reality women not 

only have a variety of marital statuses, they also have a range of domestic and sexual 

relationships with men. In short, there are degrees of marriage.’
vi

 Chandler therefore focused 

on ‘the margins of marriage’, such as cohabiting couples, the separated, the divorced, and 

women with absent husbands (for example, women married to servicemen). For Chandler, 

these women are on a marriage continuum. The approach taken in this essay differs. It argues 

that ‘the margins of marriage’, the grey areas produced by the definition of marriage, are also 

at the margins of singleness; understanding what marriage meant in a particular society can 

shed light on what it meant to live as a single person in that society, in this case, the society 

of fourteenth- and fifteenth- century England. This essay therefore makes use of some of the 

existing scholarship on medieval marriage in order to offer a different approach to the topic 

of singleness.  

The example of Isabel and her two purported husbands, Semeine and William, 

touches on a number of key areas which this essay will examine further: firstly, the laws 

concerning marriage formation and dissolution, that is, at what point according to canon law 

someone moves from being single to being married and back again; second, the laws 

concerning property (common and customary law) and how these might differ for the single 

and the married. To sum up the legal context of the case, William was suing under common 

law for a trespass against his property, but Semeine’s defence was that, by previously 

appealing to canon law to annul the second marriage, William had already made clear that 
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Semeine’s intention was marriage rather than abduction and theft. The case illustrates the 

differing jurisdictions of canon and common law, particularly as they pertain to marriage, and 

how they might impinge on each other. But even within a particular legal discourse, the line 

between the single and the married might be blurred. This essay focuses on that blurriness, 

the margins of singleness and marriage, whether it was a product of the law in theory or of 

practice, whether widespread or the atypical actions of particular individuals, in order to 

investigate what it was that made someone married as opposed to not married.  

 

Canon Law, Marriage, and Marital Status 

 

It was only from the late eleventh century, as the Catholic Church established itself as an 

autonomous body in Western Europe with its own laws, that a systematic theology and law of 

marriage was developed, chiefly in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Key elements of the 

new teaching included marriage as monogamous and indissoluble, and that the sacrament of 

marriage was created by consent alone (the free consent of each spouse). This view was only 

fixed in the late twelfth century, after some debate.
vii

 An alternative view, supported by the 

canonist Gratian and the Bolognese school, was that while a marriage was initiated by the 

consent of the parties, it was only rendered indissoluble by subsequent sexual intercourse. On 

the other hand, Peter Lombard and the Masters of Paris argued that words of present consent 

(‘I take you to be my wedded wife’) alone made a valid marriage (as it had for Joseph and the 

Virgin Mary), although words of future consent (‘I will take you…’) must be followed by 

sexual relations for the marriage to be declared indissoluble. It was the latter view that held 

sway from the time of Alexander III (1159-81) until 1753 in England, and was enforced by 

ecclesiastical courts. For the Catholic Church, then, a marriage was created if both parties 

were free to marry and freely exchanged words of consent in the present tense, or in the 
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future tense followed by consummation, even if this was done privately or secretly. It did not 

require the involvement of a priest, or even of witnesses.  It also did not necessarily require 

sexual intercourse, although this was seen as important to the marriage itself. Canon law 

maintained that each partner owed marital coitus to the other (the ‘conjugal debt’), and for 

this reason impotence was grounds for annulment of a marriage.
viii

  

Divorce in the modern sense of the word was not legally possible in England until 

1857.
ix

 Canon law allowed for the annulments of marriages, divorce a vinculo (‘from the 

bond’), on limited grounds, such as the existence of a pre-contract, too close a blood-

relationship, or the use of force to obtain consent.
x
 In such cases it was held that the marriage 

was never valid, due to a pre-existing impediment. Canon law also granted divorce a mensa 

et thoro (‘from bed and board’) on certain grounds, but this is closer to what we would call a 

separation in that, while the parties could live apart, neither would be free to remarry. Such 

separations could be granted on the grounds of cruelty, adultery, unnatural intercourse, or 

‘spiritual’ fornication (the heresy or apostasy of one of the parties).
xi

 Co-residency was thus 

seen as a key feature of medieval marriage (and one to which we will return) and if a 

separation a mensa et thoro was not granted, a spouse could be ordered to return to the 

marital home and pay the ‘conjugal debt’. There is evidence from at least the fourteenth 

century that in northwestern Europe marriage coincided with the formation of a new 

household with the married couple at its core.
xii

  

Thus canon law allowed for marriages to be made quite informally (two people 

exchanging vows, wherever they may be), but once made they were intended to be 

indissoluble (they could only be dissolved in certain circumstances). While the new rules 

were intended to set out clearly who should and should not be judged as married, it is the 

contention here that these attempts actually enabled a blurring of the line between the single 

and the married, in large part because it was not a system that the Catholic Church could fully 
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police. The argument is not a simple one of the Church’s view as opposed to lay practice, 

though. It might be more accurate to say that it is about the implications of the new rules 

when tested in some way by individuals, whether they fully knew and accepted the law or 

not.
xiii

 One key source of evidence that we have is the records of matrimonial cases brought 

before the ecclesiastical courts. While the court material is likely to over-represent marriages 

that did not follow the Church’s ideal process, hence the dispute, such evidence has been 

effectively used by others to highlight common expectations and practices. As Shannon 

McSheffrey has observed, those seeking to have a marriage upheld would want to emphasize 

what was normal about the alleged marriage formation, rather than what was atypical.
xiv

 

Similarly, there is value to the stories told by witnesses as, even if they do not accurately 

retell what happened, they were presumably designed to be plausible accounts, which would 

work in court.
xv

 The examples discussed below, though, do not claim to be ‘typical’ or 

‘representative’ of medieval marriage formation and dissolution. They have been chosen 

because they illuminate in some way the shadowy margins of singleness and marriage.  

The Catholic Church’s new teachings on marriage meant that a marriage could be 

made with little or no ceremony or planning: it just required the two principals to exchange 

words of present consent, whatever the location, or words of future consent followed by 

consummation. Yet it is not difficult to imagine a situation in which a person might contract 

what the Church considered to be a valid marriage when that had not been their intention. 

The Church was not unaware of this problem and attempted to warn against it. For example, 

one thirteenth-century diocesan statute states ‘Nor should anyone bind women’s hands with a 

noose made of reed or any other material, be it cheap or expensive, so as to fornicate with 

them more freely, for fear that while he considers himself to be joking, he binds himself with 

the rites of marriage’.
xvi

 Similarly, a thirteenth-century confessional manual, which survives 

in a relatively large number of manuscripts across northern Europe, enjoins the confessor to 
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ask a layman whether he has, foolishly or for the purposes of seduction, said to a woman ‘I 

give to you my body as husband’ and have her reciprocate, because - in whatever manner it 

was said - this would mean that the couple were married and could not be separated.
xvii

 A 

case brought before York’s consistory court by Maud Schipyn in 1355, to enforce a marriage 

with one Robert Smyth, offers a vivid example of the fine-line that the new teachings had 

created between sweet-talking someone into bed and contracting a marriage.  A witness 

deposed that she witnessed the following:  

 

she saw through the door of said basement how said Robert pushed and pulled the said Maud 

into his house towards a place which is called ‘Kowbos’ in English, and there he attempted to 

know her carnally. And then the said Maud said, ‘Our goddes forbode that you should have 

the power to know me carnally unless you will marry me’. The said Robert answered, 

‘Behold my oath that if I take anyone to be my wife I shall take you if you will yield to me’. 

The said Maud answered, ‘Behold my oath that I will be at your disposal’. And the said 

Robert took her in his arms and threw her to the ground in ‘le Kowbos’ and knew her 

carnally.
xviii

 

 

Robert had evidently not intended to contract a marriage but rather to get Maud’s consent to 

sex. But his conditional promise followed by consummation would have been considered 

valid by a church court, as canon law held that the sexual act negated any prior condition. 

Therefore Robert had to focus on challenging the two witnesses to that sexual act,
xix

 as the 

court needed at least two witnesses to the ‘contract’, regardless of where and how it was 

made.
xx

 In this case, as in many others, we do not have the final judgement to know how it 

turned out. Nevertheless, it presents a vivid image of a man who did not consider himself to 

be married but had perhaps unwittingly made a valid marriage contract.  
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Robert was unlikely to have been the only individual to make promises lightly but not 

all such cases would have been brought to a court’s attention. Ecclesiastical courts generally 

respond to actions taken by one of the parties to enforce an alleged contract (although 

communities could prompt ex officio actions to enforce marriages).
xxi

 Thus if both parties 

either did not believe that their words and actions had made an indissoluble marriage - or 

found it convenient not to  - they could, for example, continue to live as single people, that is, 

to live apart and as if eligible to contract with another person. Court cases only reveal such 

practices at points of conflict and do not allow us to know how widespread they may have 

been.
xxii

  

The new teachings on marriage also helped foster some blurriness of the line between 

the single and the married by conceiving of marriage formation as a process, rather than a 

one-off event. As such, it allowed for stages or degrees of marriage; for example, the 

teaching that future consent plus consummation made a valid marriage acknowledged a two-

stage process to marriage. If the second stage did not follow what can be called a betrothal, 

then the person was not married. Further, even as the Catholic Church was formulating its 

rules as to the minimum requirements for a valid marriage, it also sought to publicize what it 

saw as desirable requirements, such as the reading out of banns and the public exchange of 

consent in the present tense by the couple within a religious ceremony. For the Church the 

ideal marriage consisted of a betrothal, banns, and a religious ceremony, that is, it would be a 

public marriage in order that the couple’s new marital status was widely known. Ironically, 

all these elements were allegedly part of the alleged marriage of Semeine, son of Henry le 

servant, to Isabel, wife of William de Cornwall. Semeine, who had been accused of abducting 

William’s wife and goods, was evidently at pains to point out that when he had married 

Isabel (already William’s wife) he was unaware of her marital status. Thus the marriage 

formation process he described contains all of the desired elements:  
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after she [Isabel] and the same Semeine consented together to contract matrimony between 

themselves  [mutuo consenserunt ad matrimonium inter eos contrahendo fuerunt], the banns 

of matrimony were solemnly published thereof between them in the parish church of the vill 

of Great Yarmouth, to which publication neither the aforesaid William nor anyone else raised 

any objection. So the same Semeine after the passage of time publicly and solemnly married 

her in the presence of the church [in facie ecclesie] aforesaid, and had and held her as his 

lawful wife on account of the aforesaid matrimony for a year and more.
xxiii

  

 

The couple had apparently first agreed to marry; the future tense suggests that this was a 

betrothal. Then the banns were published in their local church; Semeine has already stated 

that Isabel had lived in this parish ‘for days and years’ prior to this.
xxiv

 Finally, the marriage 

had been made in facie ecclesie.
xxv

 These details were clearly intended to illustrate that the 

marriage had been conducted in an entirely open and above-board manner, with neither party 

appearing to have anything to hide, but they also suggest that these were now elements of a 

typical marriage, as opposed to just recommendations by church councils and synods. And, 

as this ideal gained acceptance, those who had exchanged words of present consent might 

consider themselves not to be ‘fully’ married until their union was solemnized. In her 

analysis of late fifteenth-century marriage litigation in the diocese of London, Shannon 

McSheffrey has shown that the laity also believed in degrees of marriage. For example, one 

deponent reported hearing a man declare the following: ‘Katherine, standing here before you, 

is my wife before God and man, and as soon as she gives birth, I will marry her’, thus 

suggesting a distinction between someone becoming a wife and the act of marriage.
xxvi

  

Another way in which the new teachings contributed to a blurriness between the 

categories single and married concerns marriage dissolution, rather than marriage formation. 
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As noted earlier, canon law allowed for the annulments of marriages on limited grounds. In 

such cases it was held that the marriage had never existed but there is nevertheless a grey area 

in that, until the annulment, the marriage was probably commonly held to exist. For example, 

in the case of William de Cornwall and Semeine, son of Henry le Servant, Semeine’s 

marriage to Isabel was annulled on the grounds of her pre-contract with William but, 

according to Semeine, he had ‘had and held her as his lawful wife’ for more than a year.
xxvii

 

Thus Semeine had lived as a married man but was then held to be a never-married man by an 

ecclesiastical court. Also, although the canon legal rules regarding impediments to marriages 

theoretically allowed for some marriages to be annulled at any point after the event, the 

standards of proof required must have meant this would not always happen. As Helmholz has 

pointed out, canon law made contracting marriages easy but proving them difficult, and 

proving an impediment in order to annul a marriage was similarly difficult.
xxviii

  

Helmholz cites the case of one John Paynaminuta, from the diocese of London, which 

(while the case itself is not typical of those found before English ecclesiastical courts) is 

another example of how canon law’s teachings about what makes a marriage might 

inadvertently have the effect of breaking what to others might be seen as a ‘marriage’. John 

had married a woman named Katherine in facie ecclesie, believing his first wife, Conesyn, to 

be dead.
xxix

 He had not seen or heard from Conesyn for eleven years but one day John was 

told by a man that his first wife was still alive and living in France. He thus declared himself 

divorced but only came to court when Katherine, who evidently did not want to live as a 

single woman again, sued for full rights of cohabitation. Presumably John had not sued for an 

annulment because he could not prove his first wife was still alive, having only one witness 

to call upon, the man who had told him. In court canon lawyers would probably have sided 

with Katherine, due to the requirements of proof.
xxx

 Yet, canon law theorists did argue that a 

man in John’s situation should desert the second wife, accept excommunication from an 
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earthly court for doing so, and be secure in the knowledge that he would be forgiven by God 

at Judgement Day. A late fifteenth-century Scottish canonist, William Hay, suggested that 

such a man should go with his true wife to a place where his situation was unknown.
xxxi

 This 

particular case further illustrates that it was not necessarily the case that the Catholic Church 

and the laity had different perspectives on the line between the single and the married, but 

sometimes it was more a matter of what was considered to be the case in theory and what 

could be supported in practice.  

The procedure adopted in ecclesiastical courts arguably led to a situation whereby 

couples might be more likely to self-divorce than to bring cases to such courts. Helmholz has 

suggested that the scarcity of suits for separations a mensa et thoro (‘from bed and board’) 

may be because couples simply agreed between themselves to part.
xxxii

 As canon law 

recognised the validity of the informal formation of marriage, it is not inconceivable than 

some chose to dissolve their marriages informally too. It is difficult to evaluate how common 

such a practice was from the examples cited in various court records, but some scholars 

suggest that it might have been frequent.
xxxiii

 Ecclesiastical and chancery court records refer 

to maintenance arrangements for a spouse who was no longer co-resident.
xxxiv

 Although in 

the former these are generally cases where separation had been given church approval, in the 

latter the impression is given that some of these arrangements had been agreed by the couple 

only. The Chancery petition of Lucy wife of Roger Fitz Andrewe, for example, claimed that 

her husband had not been living with her for many years, but instead lived in ‘avowtrie’ 

(adultery) with another woman, a situation that the Catholic Church would obviously not 

have approved. She alleges that Roger had agreed to pay her seven marks a year for the rest 

of her life but had since fixed his estate so that no one could tell if he was alive or dead.
xxxv

 

We can also again turn to the case of William de Cornwall and Semeine, son of Henry le 

Servant: if we accept Semeine’s story rather than William’s, Isabel had attempted to end her 
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first marriage by moving away and ‘living as a single person’ in a new area.
xxxvi

 From both 

accounts it seems clear that William had not agreed to this situation. Other cases before the 

king’s courts for the abduction of a wife seem to refer to what Sue Sheridan Walker has 

called ‘consensual abduction’ or, in Sara Butler’s terms, ‘assisted spousal desertion’.
xxxvii

  

Thus, the Catholic Church’s new teachings on marriage formation and dissolution, the 

procedure adopted in ecclesiastical courts, and lay practice (whether widespread practices or 

the actions of individuals), all sometimes resulted in situations in which a person’s marital 

status might not be definable as one hundred percent ‘single’ or one hundred percent 

‘married’, but might fall somewhere between the two. Those who did not believe that their 

informal promises had really made a binding marriage would have carried on living as if 

single, even if they were ‘legally’ married, and so might contract subsequent marriages. 

Indeed, it was a plausible defence in ecclesiastical courts to argue that a marriage was not 

valid because a contract had been made previously with someone else, sometimes years 

earlier.
xxxviii

 Likewise, for those couples whose marriages ended informally, that they were 

still married under the law would not have been readily apparent in a new locale (as is 

suggested by the case of Isabel, wife of William de Cornwall). One cannot say how many 

people fell into this grey area but consideration of this group enables us to think about 

singleness as performative, as to some extent created by ‘living as a single person’. And the 

corollary is that, whatever the law, marriedness was also to a large extent dependent on 

‘living as a married person’, that is, living together as a couple.  

Co-residency brings in other elements, some of which have already featured above, 

such as sexual relations and common fame as a married couple. The pooling and management 

of property is another key feature. One of the reasons why William pursued Semeine before 

the King’s Bench was because, as Isabel’s husband, common law gave William the use and 

control of her property but Semeine had clearly taken up these rights after his so-called 
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marriage to her; the trespass alleged was of the abduction of William’s wife and his property. 

It is to therefore to the laws concerning property, under both common and customary law, 

and how these might differ for the single and the married that we will now turn. 

 

Secular Law, Marital Status, and Property  

 

The thirteenth-century legal treatise known as Bracton opens with a discussion of how the 

law relates to persons, according to various conditions: the first is whether one is free or 

unfree; the second is whether someone was sui juris or in the potestas of another; and the 

third relates to those who are in wardship or the cura of relatives and friends, and it is here 

that he notes that ‘[s]ome are under the rod, as wives etc.’
xxxix

 On marriage all of a woman’s 

property (real estate but also other assets) came under her husband’s control, with the 

exception of her ‘paraphernalia’ (personal clothes and jewels).
xl

 The wife was still the owner 

of the property but the husband was legally responsible for it; any actions to be taken at court 

were to be taken in both their names. It is because of this common law position that the 

married woman is referred to in various legal records as coverte de baron (covered by her 

husband) or as femme coverte (covered woman). In contrast, the unmarried woman is the 

femme sole, literally the woman alone. Under common law, unmarried women (of age) could 

own land and chattels, sell and bequeath such property, and sue and be sued, whereas married 

women could not.
 
But this common law position could be modified by customary law in 

particular locales. The custom of allowing a married woman to be treated as if femme sole, 

that is, as a woman not under the coverture of a husband and thus as economically and legally 

responsible, is well known by scholars, although some might question how widespread the 

practice was in late medieval England.
xli

 It is a custom that will be briefly discussed here as it 

again offers an example of how the law itself might create a grey area in the differences 
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between some single and married people, a grey area that might be exploited in different 

ways, and will bring us back to the issue of married people being able to pass as single by 

virtue of their actions.  

 Most of the early evidence for the custom that allowed married women to act as if 

femmes soles comes from London.
xlii

 The practice might date back to the early thirteenth 

century but the first known record of it was in the now lost Darcy’s custumal of the 1330s 

and 1340s;
xliii

 John Carpenter, who borrowed extensively from Darcy’s custumal, copied the 

pertinent customs into the city’s Liber Albus in 1419, and they were also adopted by other 

towns.
xliv

 The customs allow some married women to be treated in respect of economic and 

legal matters ‘as a single woman’ or ‘as though she were a single woman’ (come femme 

soule). For example, one custom states that ‘where a woman coverte de baron follows any 

craft within the said city by herself apart, with which the husband in no way interferes, such a 

woman shall be bound as a single woman [come femme soule] as to all that concerns her said 

craft’.
xlv

 The custom continues that if the husband and wife are sued as a result, the wife 

should answer alone and, if she is found guilty, she should go to prison until she pays what 

she owes, but the husband and his goods should not suffer. Another custom is more explicitly 

concerned with the person interacting with the married woman: ‘if a wife [une femme], as 

though a single woman [come femme soule], rents any house or shop within the said city, she 

shall be bound to pay the rent of the said house or shop, and shall be impleaded and sued as a 

single woman, by way of debt if necessary, notwithstanding that she was coverte de baron at 

the time of such letting, supposing that the lessor did not know thereof’.
xlvi

 This custom was 

concerned that others (including husbands) did not suffer because married women might both 

act as femmes soles but claim the protection of the femmes covertes.  

Petitions to the late medieval Court of Chancery do suggest that the grey area between 

what the common law said about married women on the one hand and what custom might 
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allow on the other was exploited by some individuals.
xlvii

 For example, the late fifteenth-

century chancery petition of John Fynkell relates how he had sold silk to one Joan Horne 

when she was married, as she had told him that ‘she was sole merchaunt’ and that ‘she after 

the custume of London might in her owne name bye and selle’ and all contracts and bonds 

‘by her and in her sole name’ would be honoured. She subsequently refused to pay her debt, 

even after she was widowed, and Fynkell claimed that he could not get remedy at common 

law, even with reference to the custom of the city, ‘in asmoche as it appereth not in recorde in 

the seide cite that ever she was admitted to be sole merchaunte’.
xlviii

 Similarly, the petition of 

Barnard de Via Cava, a Genoese merchant, tells how he had traded with Cecily Walcote, 

silkwoman, when her husband was still alive. She had said she was a ‘sole marchaunt after 

the custume of the cyte of London’ but then refused to pay the money she owed him, 

‘knowing that ther is no mater of record that she after the custume of the cite was admytted 

sole marchaunt’.
xlix

  

Both these petitioners make reference to the city’s records, perhaps implying that they 

had expected the status to be recorded. While there are examples of women registering for 

femme sole status, they are of merchants, notably silkwomen, as the two women in these 

examples were.
l
 Marjorie McIntosh has suggested that some married women might have 

chosen to trade on their own but remain a femme coverte in the eyes of the law, that is, not 

registering the status, so that ‘she was free either to claim or to deny femme sole status if she 

were sued, depending on which worked to her benefit in that particular case’, which appears 

to be the case in these two Chancery examples.
li
 Lack of formal registration was perhaps even 

more likely when the women were engaged in smaller economic transactions; the first 

London custumal cited above was specifically concerned with women who follow a craft, 

although in practice the custom did apply to all female traders, including those who ran an 

inn or alehouse.
lii

 A key point here, though, is that, in a society in which one’s first reaction 
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was not to check a written record (perhaps the men were just explaining why their cases 

would fail in another court and why they wanted their cases heard in Chancery), knowing 

someone’s status, particularly in a city of strangers like London where one might not be able 

to rely on ‘common fame’, was a matter of trust.  

  A Norwich custumal of c.1340 is interesting not just on the issue of ambiguous 

statuses, but also on informal separations. In a discussion about whether husbands should 

always be held liable for debts that their wives had amassed, it considers those married 

couples who live apart (which perhaps suggests that this was a not uncommon 

phenomenon).
liii

 The custumal states that a husband is liable, even if the wife had borrowed 

money without his knowledge, as long as ‘the wife of the said man is cohabiting with her 

husband at the time when the debt was made, or living separate by his assent and good-will’ 

and ‘she does not … wrongfully separate herself from her husband by her own wilfulness, 

and that she does not separate herself to make mischief’.
liv

 The conclusion that a husband was 

still legally and economically responsible for his wife after a separation a mensa et thoro fits 

with the evidence of maintenance arrangements.
lv

 The exemption for husbands whose wives 

were ‘wilful’ suggests that if the husband did not consent to the separation the wife should be 

considered economically and legally responsible for herself. But the reference to ‘mischief’ 

might be read in a number of ways. The concern could be that, as in the above cases, a wife 

might enter into an agreement as a de facto femme sole, which she would then refuse to 

honour, being de iure a femme coverte, but which the husband would also challenge, leaving 

the lender out of pocket. Or it could be read as suggesting that a separation might be a ploy to 

trick lenders into seeing a wife as a single woman. Both these readings are supported by other 

legal cases. 

To give one example, a late fifteenth-century petition to the court of Chancery 

contains the claim that a married woman had pretended to be a single woman in order to 
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exploit the different legal rights and responsibilities of single and married women. According 

to the petition of John Watson, he had accepted one Joan Reed as a guarantor for John 

Wodman’s debts, believing her to the man’s sister and a rich widow. As a widow, he could 

have pursued Joan under common law for the debt, if John Wodman was unable to pay.  

However, Joan was actually Wodman’s wife, rather than his sister. Thus John Watson was 

left in the position of having no one to chase for the debt, except Wodman.
lvi

 This case and 

the Norwich custumal, like the opening example of Semeine and Isabel, thus highlight some 

of the problems of the invisibility of marital status: if a married woman lives or acts 

separately from her husband, how would anyone know that she was a married woman? For 

canon law, the potential repercussion of this performative singleness was unwitting bigamy, 

but for secular law the issue was more one of legal liability and property ownership. 

  

Marital status can thus be seen as a performance that had to be acted out in order to be 

visible. For example, married persons should live together after vows had been exchanged, 

whereas single persons should not cohabit with a sexual partner. Husbands should take 

responsibility for the economic activities of their household, whereas single women could act 

independently. The examples considered in this essay suggest that in fourteenth- and 

fifteenth-century England one could not always trust what one saw and was told: someone 

‘living as a single person’ might be a married person, someone posing as a rich widow might 

be coverte de baron, and an in debt baron at that, and someone trading as a ‘sole merchaunt’ 

might then take refuge in the common law position of femme coverte. While the law played a 

part in trying to sort out such situations, the laws themselves helped create some of these 

situations. The grey area between singleness and marriage is not one that lends itself to 

quantification. It does include the separated and the divorced, groups who are not just on the 

margins of marriage but also on the margins of singleness. Studies of the single, and not just 
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of the single in late medieval England, might usefully look at this group as well as the never 

married and the widowed. This essay has also argued, though, that one can think about this 

grey area between singleness and marriage more flexibly still by looking at how people act 

out their status, whether it was a valid one or not. The ambivalent evidence of married 

women sometimes claiming and sometimes denying femme sole status, of acting as if single 

and then acting married, is not just revealing of married women’s legal and economic 

position but can be used to think about the advantages and disadvantages that being single 

entailed in the commercial environment.  
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